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The high art of noble sound



The world of noble sound in LoftSonics
manufacturer showroom

To let all the technology be forgotten in the
undisturbed interior design and to immerse yourself
in a world of sound with a maximum of musical
enjoyment and emotions and to feel like you are in
the best seat at a concert.

Pure goosebumps. Highly emotional.

Experiences that touch
our soul
"Karl-Heinz Theis, CEO and developer"

LoftSonic premium
sound systems are
invisible and serve our
single purpose
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Out of passion and
conviction
For us, LoftSonic is a passion. That's why it's so
unique.

With more than two decades of experience in the
development, manufacture and integration of
invisible sound systems, we have reached our goal
with LoftSonic.

Nothing sounds like a LoftSonic

We are experts in our
field

Since the beginning, we have continued to perfect
the technology of our invisible flat panel speakers.
Our excellent know-how and the use of handpicked
materials make LoftSonic the first address. 

We are only satisfied when your project is perfect for
you and us.

Karl-Heinz TheisWaldemar Schimanowskii



The best or nothing

LoftSonic plays with absolutely natural and self-
evident lightness, precision and subtlety, paired with
a three-dimensional sound like on a stage, as known
from going to concerts.

No matter what genre of music. Whether with very
quiet tones, or in large signal behavior at the highest
levels and maximum dynamics.

And that is exactly the difference that touches the
soul and gives goosebumps.

LoftSonic is in a league
of its own



LoftSonic loudspeaker modules are invisibly integrated into building materials,
wooden materials, furniture, etc. by us, the manufacturer.

The all decisive technology
breakthrough

LoftSonic high-power speaker modules are vibrating soundscapes.

Extremely dynamic and precise electrical impulses set the sound
surfaces into microscopically small vibrations, just like the body of
an acoustic stringed instrument vibrates.

LoftSonic functional principle

Unlike other invisible flat panel loudspeakers, LoftSonic sound
surfaces do not produce diffuse sound thanks to a new and
sophisticated technology. On the contrary.

They depict extremely powerfully, directly and with impressive
three-dimensionality.



Compatible

The connection to almost all modern smart
home (multiroom) audio systems is easily
possible in existing buildings or when
planning new homes or rooms. Or simply
connect to the preamp of the existing stereo
system.

The precision drive

The extremely powerful system amplifiers are the
precision drivers of the LoftSonic sound systems.

Exactly tuned, the DSP amplifiers match precisely
with the high-power loudspeaker modules and
ensure perfect control, with up to 6000 watts, for
the absolute fun factor.



Invisible integration in drywall construction

Invisible integration in natural stone

Invisible integration in a room acoustics system

Invisible integration in furniture

The LoftSonic manufacturer showroom
offers you a unique and unforgettable
experience

We take a lot of time to show you our LoftSonic
passion. Goosebumps included.

Promised!

Immerse yourself in a world of visual and acoustic
aesthetics and let our "BEST OF" inspire you for
your project.

The high art of noble
sound, staged to
perfection



As the manufacturer of LoftSonic, we know
exactly what we have to do, to ensure that
your sound system provides lots of fun,
emotions and goosebumps in your rooms
every day.

The course for this is set in the early planning
phase.

Holistic planning guarantees the
full performance of LoftSonic

Whether your small stereo setup or your
large private cinema. Every system has our
full attention and is meticulously planned.

We support our partners in all phases of
implementation and thus guarantee
complete success on the part of the
manufacturer.

We take our time when putting the sound
systems into operation. Just like the fine-
tuning of a racing car on the race course,
LoftSonic is optimally adjusted by us to the
respective room.

According to your taste.

After all, it's only LoftSonic when everything
is perfect for you and us.

Maximum performance through
maximum experience

Noble and immersive sound in the
undisturbed interior design

LoftSonic creates a new era of the possible
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